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Passive acoustics has been identified as an important strategy to determine underwater gas flux at natural 
sites, or at locations related to anthropogenic activities. The ability of an acoustic system to detect, quantify 
and locate a gas leak is fundamentally controlled by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the bubble sounds 
relative to the background noise. To demonstrate the effectiveness of array processing for passive 
monitoring of gas seeps, this work considers the use of beamforming methods to enhance the SNR and so 
improve the performance of passive acoustic systems. To achieve high levels of noise reduction an adaptive 
bubble focused broadband beamformer is employed, specifically the minimum variance distortionless 
response (MVDR) beamformer. The technique is demonstrated using an array of five hydrophones 
collecting data at the controlled CO2 gas release experiment conducted as part of STEMM-CCS (Strategies 
for Environmental Monitoring of Marine Carbon Capture and Storage) project.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increase of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere has resulted in global warming and the consequent
change in the climate, which poses threat to the habitability of the planet. To mitigate the impact of anthro-
pogenic greenhouse gas emission, marine Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage (CCS) has been identified as
an important strategy, which aims to permanently lock CO2 in sub-seabed geological reservoirs.1 The risk
management of the marine CCS strategies requires monitoring of the storage site to ensure its integrity.2, 3

Consequently, effective monitoring techniques are urgently required. Recent technology developments for
such monitoring include innovative methods in terms of acoustics, optics, chemistry, and biology.4–6

Beamforming is a fundamental signal processing method by which data from an array of sensors is
combined to create a system with a directional response. It achieves spatial selectivity by combining ele-
ments in a sensor array in such a way that signals at particular angles experience constructive interference
while others experience destructive interference.7 A familiar technique which facilitates the enhancement
of a signal alongside localisation is the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformer.7

The MVDR beamformer adjusts its response to minimise contamination from surrounding noise sources, so
potentially offers great improvements in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and high resolution.7

To demonstrate the effectiveness of array processing for passive monitoring of gas seeps, in this paper,
we propose and investigate a bubble focused beamforming method as a passive acoustic technique applied
on the undersea gas seeps localisation. The proposed beamforming processes broadband bubble sound data
based on the MVDR algorithm. To test the effectiveness of the proposed beamforming, we conducted a con-
trolled gas release experiment in the central North Sea associated with the project STEMM-CCS (Strategies
for Environmental Monitoring of Marine Carbon Capture and Storage http://www.stemm-ccs.eu/).
In the experiment, a hydrophone array comprising five hydrophones was deployed in a water depth of 120 m
on the sea floor to collect the sound data associated with the gas bubble release.

2. EXPERIMENT

The STEMM-CCS controlled gas release experiment was completed between 500 and 1000 m south-
east of the Goldeneye platform,8 around 100 km east of Scotland. Directional drilling took place to insert
a curved pipe, tipped with a gas diffuser, so that the pipe end was 4 m beneath the sea floor in a water
depth of 120 m. CO2 gas was injected into the overlying unconsolidated sediments, over a 5-week period,
during which the flow rate was increased from 0 to 143 kg/day (50 L/min at standard temperature (T) and
pressure (P) (STP) condition).9, 10 Note that the higher pressure at the in situ site (120 m beneath the sea
surface) makes the gas flow rate 13 times lower than that at the STP condition. The temporal and spatial
behaviour of gas seeps generated at the sea floor due to the injection were monitored using the hydrophone
array close to the gas injection site.

At the highest release rate, 143 kg/day, eight seeps with moderate and relatively high flow rates9 were
optically observed by underwater cameras and acoustically recorded (Figure 1). The hydrophone wall (Fig-
ure 2(a)) was positioned 3.3 m east of the point which is directly above the gas diffuser (Figure 1). Five
hydrophones (Geospectrum M36, GTI) were linked to the acoustic recorder (RS-ORCA Multi-Channel
Passive Acoustic Recorder, RS Aqua). These hydrophones were absolutely calibrated for this water depth
and temperature with receive sensitivity of -164.5 dB re: 1 V/µPa. Each of the channels was sampled at
96 kHz, after a gain of 15 dB was applied. Figure 2(b) shows bubbles were emitting from the sea floor.
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Figure 1: Mapped gas seep locations when the CO2 release rate was 143 kg/day. Beneath the central dot
is the gas diffuser; stars represent eight observed gas seeps. The hydrophone wall was placed at 3.3 m east
from the central point. Concentric dashed circles (magenta) show distances from experiment epicentre
in metres. The inset map shows the location of the experiment in the North Sea.
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Figure 2: Photographs showing (a) the hydrophone wall (HW) positioned on the sea floor, in front of
which is the seep region; (b) CO2 gas bubbles emitting from the gas seeps originated from the sub-seabed.

3. BUBBLE FOCUSED BROADBAND MVDR BEAMFORMING TECHNIQUE

Underwater ambient noise generally has a significantly wider bandwidth than the sound of an individ-
ual bubble. At low SNRs, the target signal was too weak to be identified without appropriate analysis. To
improve the probability of success with beamforming, the signature of the target signal source needs to be
firstly considered in an identification process. To identify single bubbles for beamforming, we apply the
single bubble identification method detailed in Li et al.10 on the received acoustic signals. To remove detec-
tions which are not similar to bubbles, the method identifies sounds above thresholds by using typical time
duration and frequency bandwidth of a single bubble acoustic waveform. By processing the spectrogram
of beamformed acoustic signals with thresholds, a series of bubble acoustic pulses are identified with each
pulse involving a patch of frequencies forming a bandwidth of [fstart, fend]. The signal is then band-pass
filtered over the band [fstart, fend] corresponding to the acoustic bandwidth of a bubble and a 15 ms window
applied around the detected event, creating what we term a bubble data package.

The stages of the bubble sound source localisation method are shown in Figure 3. The data packages
from all the hydrophones are used as the basis for the localisation procedure. There were eight seeps dis-
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Figure 3: The approach of localising bubble sound sources and generating beamformed bubble signals.

tributed at different ranges and we do not know the relative ebullition at each seep. In the gas seep region all
eight seeps are observed west of the hydrophone walls, with each ebullition site producing bubble sounds. To
localise these identified bubble sounds sources, we apply a bubble focused broadband MVDR beamformer.
As an adaptive beamforming, the MVDR beamformer mitigates the effect of the noise by minimizing the
overall output power whilst maintaining unit gain in the direction of the source.7

Consider N gas seeps radiating bubble sound received by M omni-directional hydrophones, in which
each hydrophone output is an attenuated and delayed version of the data package with bubble sound. In a
short period starting from the instant at which a bubble pulsates, the bubble damping leads to the variation
of its resonance frequency revealing a frequency bandwidth of the radiated sound. To consider such a
bubble signal in a broadband, we divide the frequency band [fstart, fend] for a single bubble into a number of
frequency bins fi, where i = 1, . . . , I and I is the number of bins.

The location estimator computes the spatial power distribution of the received signal by processing the
hydrophone signals. A well-known rule of thumb is that K ≥ 2M independent and identically distributed
snapshots are required to obtain a well-conditioned cross spectral density matrix (CSDM) estimate.12 In this
paper, we apply K = 16, i.e. for a 15 ms bubble data package, the length of each snapshot is about 1 ms.
For each frequency bin fi, the weight factor of the bubble focused broadband MVDR beamforming is based
on the computation of an M ×M CSDM Q(fi):13

Q(fi) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

Xk(fi) · Xk
H(fi) + κIN , (1)

where Xk(fi) = [X1,k(fi); . . . ;XM,k(fi)] is the Fourier transformed frequency domain hydrophone channel
data at the frequency bin fi and the kth snapshot, IM is an M ×M identity matrix, and κ is a regularisation
factor which is a small positive number used to improve the condition of the matrix.

The matrix Q(fi) is used for obtaining the spatial power at every gas seep grid location using the MVDR
algorithm.7 For a frequency bin fi, the steering vector at the nth seep is given by:11

vmn(fi) =
[
1, . . . , amne

j2πfiτmn , . . . , amNe
j2πfiτmN

]T
, (2)

where [·]T denotes the transpose of a matrix, and amn =
dref,n
dmn

is the attenuation factor, where dmn and dref,n
denote the three-dimensional Euclidian distances between the nth seep and themth sensor and the reference
sensor, respectively. Herein, as implied by the form of (2), the reference sensor is taken to be hydrophone 1.
τmn =

dmn−dref,n
c is the delay, where c is the underwater sound speed assumed to be constant and measured

in the experiment to be 1484 m/s. The sound power at frequency fi from the nth gas seep:

Pn(fi) =
[
vn

H(fi)Q−1(fi)vn(fi)
]−1

. (3)

The total power for all frequencies of interest is computed by summing powers across frequency:

Pn =

fend∑
fi=fstart

Pn(fi). (4)
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The point with the highest power is considered to correspond to the location of the bubble sound source. To
situate this specific experiment with a central gas release point, a circular grid with an angular increment of
θ = 5◦ and a range step of 0.25 m from the central point of the experimental area is used (see Figure 1).

For an identified bubble source location n, to reduce interference from other directions, the optimal
beamformer weight vector wn(fi) is given by:7

wn(fi) = Q−1(fi)vn(fi)Pn(fi). (5)

Then the frequency domain beamformed signal is:

Yn(fi) = wH
n (fi)X(fi). (6)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, with the data collected in the STEMM-CCS experiment, we select data package con-
taining single bubble sounds based on a single bubble identification algorithm,10 to verify the localisation
performance using the bubble focused broadband beamforming technique.
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Figure 4: Power spectral density (PSD) and spectrogram of signals measured on a single hydrophone
(No. 3). (a) PSD comparison of the sound received at gas injection rates 143 kg/day and 0 kg/day. Peaks
at 1, 2.5, 7, 8.5 and 12 kHz are identified as ship or underwater vehicular noise. (b) Spectrogram of 5 s
sound. Single bubbles are identified and marked using squares, predominantly in the band 2 to 8 kHz.

Figure 4(a) shows the average power spectral density (PSD) of the data collected on 20th May 2019.
To compare the PSD with and without gas injection, it is worth building background noise baseline before
the experiment at the same site, shown as dashed line in the figure recorded on 9th May 2019 prior to the
gas release experiment. The spectral peaks at 1, 2.5, 7, 8.5 and 12 kHz seen in the 143 kg/day data in
Figure 4(a) were identified as ship noise or underwater vehicular noise. Apart from these peaks, there is not
much difference between the cases of gas injection rate 143 kg/day and 0 kg/day (background noise).

A. SINGLE BUBBLE SELECTION

Figure 4(b) shows the spectrogram of 5 s data as an example of data measured by a single hydrophone (No. 3)
during the experiment at the gas injection rate 143 kg/day. Using a single bubble identification algorithm,10

we identify single bubble formation events through their temporal and spectral characteristics, i.e. the pulsa-
tion length, frequency bandwidth, and amplitude. These identified events are marked using squares �, from
which we can see that the majority number of bubbles are located in the frequency interval between 2 kHz
and 8 kHz, corresponding to bubble radius about 5 mm to 1 mm at this depth.
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B. BEAMFORMING RESULTS

From the selection, we obtain a sequence of bubble data packages. For each data package, we apply the
beamforming algorithm presented in Section 3. We take every bubble, which has a resonance frequency f ,
to compute the power at f for every location. Figure 5 shows examples of localisation results of four bubble
data packages at resonance frequencies close to 2 kHz to 8 kHz. Note that the closest resonance frequency
f here denotes an interval of [f -0.5, f+0.5] kHz, e.g. 2 kHz denotes an interval [1.5, 2.5] kHz.

(a) 2 kHz (b) 4 kHz (c) 6 kHz (d) 8 kHz
Figure 5: MVDR beamforming for the localisation of single bubbles at frequencies. (a) 2 kHz; (b) 4 kHz;
(c) 6 kHz; (d) 8 kHz. Red stars are localised bubble sound sources with the highest power amplitude.

Since there were eight significant seeps at different locations within the experimental area, one of our
goals is to try to associate each bubble sound with a specific seep location. Voronoi diagram14 is added to
each of the localisation map, showing boundary around a seep that includes all points closer to it than to any
other seep. From Figure 5 we can see that the MVDR beamforming provides reasonable localisation results.

C. SNR (SIGNAL-TO-NOISE) IMPROVEMENT
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Figure 6: Comparison of acoustic signal waveforms received at hydrophone 3 (red) and beamformed
signals (blue) at various frequencies: (a) 2 kHz; (b) 4 kHz; (c) 6 kHz; (d) 8 kHz. In all these cases, the
bubble SNR has been improved, with typical bubble signatures more visible inside the grey scale.

Figure 6 shows comparisons of the data package waveforms received at hydrophone 3 (red) and the
MVDR beamformed data package waveforms (blue) at various frequencies from 2 kHz to 8 kHz. In all
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Figure 7: Bubble SNR improvement by using beamforming and without using beamforming. An average
of 3 dB improvement can be seen, and the highest SNR improvement is shown between 5 and 8 kHz.

the cases, the bubble signatures from the beamformed signals are more visible compared to that received
directly by hydrophone channels, which reveals an improvement of the bubble SNR. The bubble pulsation
length is typically 15 ms and can be dominant in 5 ms, and the measured pressure amplitude for each bubble
acoustic data package (grey scale) is from 0.05 Pa to 0.1 Pa in all the four cases.

To statically show the bubble SNR improvement by using beamforming, we select a signal segment
with 1500 bubbles identified. Figure 7 shows that the SNR of the data package is improved by an average
of 3 dB using beamforming across the frequency band [2, 10] kHz. The dominant resonance frequency of
gas bubbles are from 5 kHz to 8 kHz, showing the highest SNR improvement up to 5 dB.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a bubble focused MVDR beamforming for the localisation of CO2 gas seeps,
and demonstrated that array processing can enhance the SNR of seep sounds and can localise bubble sounds
with the acoustic data collected in the STEMM-CCS experiment in the central North Sea. Bubble SNR has
been improved using the MVDR beamforming technique at various frequencies between 2 and 8 kHz. Due
to the sound wave interference in the acoustic propagation channel, the estimated locations of bubble sound
sources are somewhat closer to the hydrophone array than that from the observed gas seep locations.
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